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The title of our newsletter now is JOURNEY… 

 as at IPYP, our children journey through various
stages in the Inquiry cycle which involves: Wonder
– Investigate – Create knowledge – Discuss –

Act and a reflection at every stage. They also
journey fetching and enhancing experiences that

help them grow through scholastic and non-
scholastic subjects each adding values to their

domains and enriching them as per their interests. 
Hoping to continue to receive your support in this

monthly pictorial memoir – JOURNEY.
 
 



December 3rd is International Day for Persons with Disability. 
It was observed as Inclusion Day in IPYP. 

Special Educator Ms. Akila Krishnamurthy created a Power Point Presentation on
Inclusion. All the IPYP teachers used the PPT according to the Grade and age level of

their class students, to create awareness about inclusion, in the setting of a
mainstream classroom. 

Form tutors conducted different activities in their respective classes. Students
participated enthusiastically in all the activities.  

Inclusion Day in IPYP created awareness among students and teachers alike, on how
to embrace differences, how to support each other, how to remove barriers in learning
and  what the classmates can do to make the student with learning  differences feel

included and comfortable

 
International mindedness is “understanding, respecting and valuing
different cultures, embracing diversity and knowing that different

perspectives have a great deal to offer." 
 

Our motive at IPYP is to open wide the umbrella of international
mindedness, celebrate different festivals irrespective of religion,

show tolerance towards each other, respecting each others viewpoints  
and gather as many droplets of varied experiences to help each other

grow and flourish hand in hand as one big family. 
 



Celebrations bring the school community together and
create bonds among the children. Greenwood high

celebrates each special day with passion and
enthusiasm.

To commemorate the national festival,
Gandhi Jayanthi, Greenwood high
students organised an assembly

celebrate the birth anniversary of our
father of the nation-Mahatma Gandhi.
Children took the opportunity to dress

up as Gandhiji and presented their
thoughts and views on how to make

the world a better place.

GANDHIGANDHI
JAYANTIJAYANTI



 
Freedom in mind,
Strength in words,

pureness in our blood,
Pride in our souls,
 Zeal in our hearts.

         Let’s salute the spirit of Karnataka!
 

Karnataka RajyotsavaKarnataka RajyotsavaKarnataka Rajyotsava

Students celebrated the festival with great
enthusiasm at Greenwood High. Students exhibited
the love for their state along with learning about

the amazing facts of Karnataka. The students
appreciated the culture of the state and enjoyed

dressing up for the occasion. The assembly
culminated by singing the state anthem “ Jai

Bharata Jananiya Tanujathe’



WORLD PICASSOWORLD PICASSOWORLD PICASSO
DAYDAYDAY

The students of Greenwood high
celebrated the Picasso Day by

recreating some of Pablo Picasso’s
artwork and ideas. The students
enthusiastically participated in

every activity and painted a
beautiful picture with the colors of

their imagination leaving each one of
us awestruck as we viewed their

work put on display and appreciated
their efforts and creativity.

 



It is said that the ghosts walk on earth
and become one with the living on

Halloween. The celebration of Halloween is
therefore associated with the idea of good
fortune. With the same spirit, the students
of Greenwood high dressed up as ghosts,

witches , 
vampires etc. Some students enjoyed being
story tellers whereas others spooked the

class with their scary performances.
 

            Halloween celebrationHalloween celebrationHalloween celebration
         Trick or treat!Trick or treat!Trick or treat!

   



Dusshera Celebration
 The Day of victory

 

Dusshera marks the day of good over evil which makes
the festival unique in its perception and significance.

To celebrate the victory of Ramayana, the students of
Greenwood high organised a fun filled and exciting
assembly wherein they dressed up for the occasion.

Some sang melodiously to showcase their skill whereas
others danced on the tune of Garba, keeping the

festival spirit alive. 
 



Diwali spiritually signifies the victory of light over darkness, knowledge over ignorance,
good over evil and hope over despair. The students of Greenwood high lit up the assembly

by decorating diyas and designing rangolis. The teachers too pitched in and spread
awareness to the students about the harmful effects of fireworks and to remind the

students to have a safe and environment friendly Diwali. As the assembly came to an
end the student’s hearts were filled with happiness and excitement.



The students of grade 1,2 and 3
enthusiastically participated in the event.

They expressed their thoughts through
poems, by dressing up and using

interesting props. This activity was
intended to give an opportunity to the

students to shake off their diffidence and
to build up their self-confidence.   

Joy of ElocutionJoy of Elocution



The IPYP students celebrated Christmas through music,
dance, decorating Christmas trees, and dressing up as their

favorite Santa.  

Thanksgiving:
Decoration of turkey
feathers by writing

about the things they
are thankful for.



Knowing Indian culture through festivals play an integral
role of learning in IPYP at Greenwood High. This week the

students of Greenwood high dived into the joy of
celebration of yet another festival – The Makar

Sankranti(known by different names in different states).
Students researched and presented how Makar Sankranti
is celebrated in different parts of India. They also made
kites which mark a major event of the festival – kite

flying. Some students went a step forward and made the
sweets of the state they represented to add value to the

festival and event. 
 



IPYP GOTIPYP GOTIPYP GOT

Saisha Arya - 1c

Myra Hitesh
1B

Pahal Advani
2C

Alishba khan
2D

Nidhi Parmoji
2A (Poetry)

Sreyansh
Aradhya-

2D
(poetry)

Arya Panjwani
2D-Poetry



HANDS-ON LEARNINGHANDS-ON LEARNING!!

Thank you cards are not only to show
gratitude but also to connect and recognize a
kind act. The little tots made Thank You
cards to show their gratitude to their friends

and family.

The best way to predict the future is to create it.
The students used their imagination and got
creative in making a cover page for the story -

Max Can Do It.  

To keep the body in good health is our
duty. Our grade one students have

follow a healthy eating habit everyday.
They believe that, "Where there is
healthy food, there is a healthy life." 

 
 



The students of grade 2 made a collage in the English
lesson, portraying the harmful effects to marine lives

due to mankind. They researched on the topic and
beautifully showcased their creations. 

Collage makingCollage making
activityactivity



Students researched on Tokyo Olympics 2021. They
executed their research into writing by creating an

information booklet. Students used pictures, charts to
display the happening of the event

Students of grade 2 used their creativity and prepared an
advertisement wherein they designed a fireman gadget. They
executed their learning by writing their own advertisement

for the product



English : Narrative writing : Thriller and action genre
Students of grade 5 astounded everyone with their creative potential when they
wrote and presented their spy stories, dressed up as a spy on a mission. They

created their own spy devices using objects found at home and some even crafted
their own!  Truly a stunning display of imaginative narrative writing and

presentation skills.

ERP : Activity on Number the
Stars by Lois Lowry

Students of Grade 5 wrapped up
their in-depth study of the
acclaimed novel, Number the

Stars that they are studying in
ERP, by working on a bookmark
that captured the essence/main

takeaway/quote from the story.  



THE WORLD OF SCIENCETHE WORLD OF SCIENCE
Learning about animal habitats, saving electricity,

healthy eating, caring for our environment, and much
more through activities is a great way to connect to

the subject while grasping the concepts.



Students imagined
going for marketing
and they showed the

money paid to buy the
product and the
change received.



Students participated in a clay
modelling activity to understand
the ratio of distribution of land
and earth.  The students enjoyed

doing the activity and were able to
understand that more than 71% of

the earth is covered by water. 

Poster making on "Save Water."
The teacher explained the poster's
meaning, and the students used

their creativity to make a poster on
"Save Water." They were asked to
put up the chart in their house so

that everyone would start following
saving water. 

While learning about Ngo and organizations, Grade
four got an opportunity to interact with our guest

Mrs. Jahrna Pathak who is Secretary of Ahmedabad
Women’s action group. (AWAG)

Students got an insight into objectives of NGO’S and
their functioning. The whole purpose was to make

students aware of how these organizations help local
schools and communities and bring sustainable

changes in the lives of people and the environment.



VISUALVISUAL
ARTART

MADHUBANI ARTMADHUBANI ART
MANDALA ARTMANDALA ART

SYMENTRYSYMENTRY
OVER LAPPINGOVER LAPPING



            
 

Students of grade 4-A had a rocking time
posing as their favourite spooky characters,

in their theatre class. We had a fantastic
band of ghosts, witches, zombies and Annables

crashing into the online screens with a
ghostly impact!

They spoke their lines with conviction and
matched their costumes in the most dramatic
fashion. The ghosts had their faces painted

white while the witches wore an ugly smile in
their faces.The red lips of the Zombies made
you believe that there was enough drama in

grade 4-A! 
 
 



STUDENT'SSTUDENT'SSTUDENT'S      ACHIEVEMENTSACHIEVEMENTSACHIEVEMENTS
Naisha Kalyan Tavva, 2B, IB, has secured 2nd Rank in
Science and 3rd rank in Humanities at Marrs Spell Bee

International Championship. She had consistently
achieved ranks at all qualifying levels namely District,
State, and National levels leading to the International
stage. A Cash reward of Rs 10,000/- for Science and
Rs 9,000/- for Humanities is awarded to Naisha by

Marrs Spell Bee for her accomplishments. Naisha wants
to pursue her interest in science to become a Doctor and

also aspires to be a Rock star.

Rishita‘s (5D) wonderful submission
has been published on Bookosmia - The
No 1 creative platform for under-17s.
Rishita’s work will be read by readers

across 125+ locations globally

Ryan Dey, class 3D, has achieved a distinction
grade in Trinity College London Guitar Grade 1. 

Also, earlier this year, he cleared the Trinity
College London Piano initial with Merit grade

and will appear soon for Grade 1 Piano.
He is also learning Hindustani classical vocal

music from Shankar Mahadevan Academy. He is
an outstanding performer.



Ishana Roy 5D IAarav Singhal 3D



ThankThankThank
you!you!you!

Watch out
for more!

YOU CAN CONTRIBUTE OR
SHARE YOUR CHILD'S
WORK WITH US!
Write to  us at:

ipypnewsletter@greenwoodhigh.edu.in  


